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LED Milky Globe Light Bulb G95 4W 470Lm E27 2700K - M04

Description

Elegant, sophisticated design and white opalescent glass: a stunning light bulb to embellish any room, lights on or off.
The G95 LED Globe light bulb is versatile and functional, the perfect choice for those looking for aesthetic lighting
solutions without having to compromise on energy efficiency.

What makes the M04 light bulb so special?

With a 4W consumption and 470Lm brightness, the G95 M04 LED Milky light bulb is the perfect choice for a laid-back
atmosphere both in commercial and residential settings. On top of that this product also boasts good colour rendition,
even lighting distribution and an E27 fitting, compatible with most lamp holders on the market.

What kind of lighting does this light bulb emit?

The LED M04 light bulb emits a 2700K light colour, a warm lighting much like the one found in traditional incandescent
light bulbs. Corridors, office space, bedroom… no matter the space, this light bulb is sure to perfectly complement its
surroundings with its warm and soothing lighting.

Compared to clear glass, the satin glass ensures smooth, even lighting to help reduce glare and reduce eye strain.
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Which technology is used in M04 light bulbs?

Thanks to the LED filament technology, the G95 LED Milky Globe light bulb is guaranteed to cut back on energy
consumption. Compared to traditional incandescent light bulbs, LED products guarantee up to 90% reductions in
energy use . This solution guarantees reliable, high-quality illumination without making dent in your electricity bills.

Data Sheet

Light bulb type: LED
Shape: globe
Fitting: E27
Diameter: 95 mm
Length: 140 mm
Volt: 220/240 V
Watt: 4 W
Energy class: E
Light colour: 2700 K
Lumen: 470 Lm
Dimmable: No
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